ACTIVE SPEAKER STARTER PACK
STUDIO MONITOR ENCHANCEMENT PACK

HIGHLIGHTS
Flexible I/O
Fully Passive Operation
For excellent signal ﬁdelity

Compact Desktop Volume Control
Includes Nano Patch, 2 Isolation Pads,
and 2 XLR male to XLR female Cables (3m);
2 XLR male to TRS Cables (3m)

Our Active Speaker Starter Pack will improve the quality of your home studio with a pair of isolation pads for your
monitors, our Nano Patch + volume controller, and four 3-meter cables to make it operational. A great value pack,
providing a genuine enhancement to your home studio usability.
The Nano Patch+ really comes into its own when connected between your computer audio interface/soundcard
master outputs and a pair of active (powered) monitor speakers. One of the beneﬁts of passive volume attenuation
is that you no longer have to control volumes with your software’s master volume fader. Reducing levels from your
software only reduces the audio bit depth. It is much more appropriate to keep your software masters at unity
and attenuate the audio to your active monitors with a passive controller like the Nano Patch+. This way you can
maintain maximum audio resolution and attenuate your monitoring volume with the conﬁdence that the sonic
integrity of your audio is not compromised.

KEY MESSAGES
FLEXIBLE I/O
2 x combo inputs (balanced and unbalanced)
2 x TRS outputs (balanced and unbalanced)
1 x Mini jack I/O

ROBUST METAL CHASSIS AND HOUSING

FULLY PASSIVE OPERATION
No more bit loss! One of the beneﬁts of passive volume
attenuation is that you no longer have to control volumes
with your software master volume fader. Reducing audio
levels from software only reduces your bit depth. It is much
more appropriate to keep your software masters at unity and
passively attenuate the audio to your active monitors.

ORDER SPECIFICATIONS
Shipping Package (LxWxH):
Net Weight:
UPC:

12.79" x 13" x 3.55"
3.6 lbs
691991003844

MSRP
$99.99
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